Introduction
Stroke is a significant cause of neurologic morbidity in neonates (approximately 1 in 4000 term births) (Lynch et al., 2002; Lynch and Nelson, 2001) , infants, and children (approximately 8 cases per 100,000 children per year) (deVeber, 2002) . Neonatal stroke, pediatric arterial stroke and pediatric cerebral sinovenous thrombosis often present with acute seizures (Lynch and Nelson, 2001; deVeber et al., 2000; Azam, 1998) . Approximately 75% of pediatric stroke survivors have permanent neurologic deficits including hemiparesis, epilepsy, learning disabilities, visual-field deficits, and mental retardation (Koelfen et al., 1995) , and those that present with acute seizures are at increased risk for poor functional outcome (Delsing et al., 2001 ).
Mouse models of postnatal stroke are of particular interest for investigating mechanisms of ischemic injury, neuroprotection or neuroregeneration, and for evaluating genetic or cell-based interventions. Stroke injuries are dynamic pathophysiological processes, in which the initial ischemic insult can trigger glutamate release and a cascade of biochemical reactions that lead to seizures and energy failure. Membrane depolarization, overactivation of NMDA receptors, and stimulation of voltage-sensitive ion channels lead to excessive intracellular calcium accumulation and eventually cell death (Johnston et al., 2001) .
We previously observed that after unilateral carotid artery ligation under normoxic conditions, postnatal day (P)12 CD1 mice exhibit seizure-related behavior and brain injury (Comi et al., 2004) . Brain injury was moderate to severe and involved the cerebral Stroke is an important cause of neurologic injury in the neonatal period and frequently results in lifelong neurologic impairments. We reported previously that unilateral carotid ligation on postnatal day (P)12 in CD1 mice causes acute behavioral seizures and unilateral brain injury and provides a model for neonatal stroke in human infants. In the present study we confirmed that behavioral seizures observed after ligation on P12 in the CD1 strain are associated with rhythmic ictal discharges that show temporal progression on electrocorticograms. We also examined the effects of carotid ligation performed at different ages in CD1 mice or performed in the C57Bl/6 strain. The right common carotid was ligated at P7, P10, P12 or P21 in CD1 mice or at P12 in C57Bl/6 mice. Littermate controls received sham surgery. Seizures were rated for 4 h after surgery; brain injury was scored one week later. In a separate group of P12 CD1 mice, electrocorticographic activity was recorded continuously for 4 h after carotid ligation or sham surgery. Brain injury and cumulative seizure score varied significantly with age (p < 0.001) and strain (p < 0.001). In CD1 mice, injury was greatest after ligation on P10 to P12 and seizure score was maximal at P12. Seizure scores were significantly correlated with injury after ligation on P10 or P12. C57Bl/6 mice, like C3Heb/FeJ mice examined previously, were much less vulnerable to seizures and injury than CD1 mice after ligation on P12. This study demonstrates that carotid ligation in the CD1 mouse on P12 causes acute electrographic rhythmic discharges that correlate with behavioral seizures. We also found that the age at which ligation is performed and genetic strain have a strong influence on the severity of injury.
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